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T oday, password management poses a formidable challenge
to everyone in the enterprise, starting with top management
and security administrators, and continuing down

through rank-and-file end users. While passwords have their
rightful place in the corporate arsenal of data security method-
ologies, they have proliferated so quickly that they have taken on
a veritable life of their own. A question on everyone’s minds is,
“How can today’s global enterprises take back the reins and put
the ‘management’ back in password management, in a logical,
practical and enduring way?”

This article offers a historical perspective, a self-help needs
assessment tutorial, and a range of solutions.

OVERVIEW: INDUSTRY TRENDS IN PASSWORD
MANAGEMENT

Trend 1: As corporations grew, applications and systems were
brought onboard and passwords went along for the ride.

In the very early days of corporate computing, there was only
one computer to access, so computer users only had to remember
one user ID and password. Over the years, however, new types of
computing systems were brought into organizations to solve
specific business needs. Typically, no particular consideration was
given to how unwieldy the overall enterprise configuration might
one day become and how difficult it might ultimately be to move

information from system to system. Nor did anyone think ahead to
what would happen when employees would need access to multiple,
disparate systems, each with their own unique password.

Other factors contributing to this password Tower of Babel
include the debut of new vendors and new technologies, the retention
of older, mission-critical information systems, and the proliferation
of international mergers and acquisitions.

Over time, it became increasingly clear that enterprises
urgently needed to consolidate and integrate the hodgepodge of
data systems they had unwittingly propagated. At the same time,
they needed to help end users navigate a clear path through their
individual password mazes.

Trend 2: Security, security everywhere, and the end user
becomes a casualty of the security wars.

Corporations learned the hard way about the importance of
having solid security policies in place to keep corporate infor-
mation, devices and transactions from being seen or touched by
unauthorized insiders as well as outsiders. Some of them found
out the hard way that the failure of a security measure as basic
as a password could open the door to catastrophically costly
information losses and thefts.

With the advent of networks, employees quickly acquired many
user accounts, each requiring a unique user ID and access pass-
word. Once security administrators determined that expiring
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passwords on each system every 45 days
would add another layer of security to
corporate systems, they further complicated
end user’s quality of work-life.

What are employees to do when job
success boils down to their ability to
remember heterogeneous strings of nonsense
characters? The bottom line is that each user
must continually weigh the mandates of
corporate security against their own perfor-
mance goals. Should they write down and
hide their multiple passwords under a
mouse pad or in a drawer, or go the extra
mile to commit their passwords to memory?
Reality dictates that even those who memorize
passwords will occasionally fail to remember
some of those passwords, and will be forced
to put out a cry for help and wait patiently
for assistance.

Trend 3: Charity begins at home, and
so does the help desk function.

While the explosion in user IDs and
passwords boggled individual users, it had
also become a veritable nightmare for
enterprise support functions charged with
issuing, monitoring and controlling user
IDs. And so, globally far-flung enterprises
created a centralized help desk function to
bail out users who had lost or forgotten
their job-critical passwords. Over the
years, help desk staff have required
increasingly higher levels of training in
order to deal with the diversity of systems
and the escalating demands of users who
require timely support.

A 1999 report by The Meta Group esti-
mated that 15 to 30 percent of all help
desk calls are related to password reset,
and that by 2002, end users will call the
help desk three times monthly overall, up
20 percent from 1999. They also predicted
that a help desk staff person who was able
to serve 350 to 400 employees in 1999
would only be able to assist 250 to 300
employees by 2003.

A number of issues surfaced as a result
of these trends. The predominance of pass-
word reset-related help desk calls created
an enormous distraction for support staff,
pulling them away from more pressing and
more challenging tasks. Let’s face it, pass-
word reset calls are tedious and mundane
at best, and it is no surprise that turnover
can reach 20 percent, according to the
Meta Group.

Help desk costs also started to spiral out
of control. The Gartner Group reported that

help desk support costs range from $14 to
$25 per password reset action. Federal
Computer Weekly (June 25, 2001) cited
Gartner Group findings that 25 percent of
all help desk calls involve password reset
requests, with a seven-minute average time
per call.

Enterprises today have several choices for
solving their password overload problems.
The three most popular solutions are:

◆ single sign-on (SSO)
◆ password synchronization
◆ password reset

SSO (Single Sign-On)
By definition, single sign-on is an

application where an authenticated user
can simultaneously sign on to multiple appli-
cations’ systems, using a single password.
Until recently, fully functional, true SSO
has been more myth than reality.

Problems with SSO server and script
failures can have a pervasive impact. When
users cannot access their various accounts
directly, they are forced to call the help desk
for repairs to fundamental network infra-
structure, which requires the attention of an
SSO technician. And when SSO fails, all
users are affected simultaneously. Imagine
what happens if they all called the help desk
at the same time: help desk overload.

The sidebar presents a case study for a
single sign-on solution that was created as
the result of deploying a password synchro-
nization application along with IBM’s
Client Access emulation software. The reality
is that the only true SSO solutions are small
projects that utilize features of specific
allocations in conjunction with password
synchronization solutions. The reason why
there are no centralized logon severs is
introduced in these approaches.

Password Synchronization
A password synchronization solution

enables all end-user passwords to be syn-
chronized and managed across all major
computing platforms and major business
applications. Gone are the days of secretly
writing down and hiding passwords, and
creating weak, easy-to-guess passwords in
order to cope with the demands of multiple
system access. Password synchronization
provides users with consistent access to
multiple systems, while simultaneously
increasing enterprise security through
stronger password administration.

The benefit for end users is having only
one enterprise password to remember. The
benefit for the enterprise is the ability to
enforce stronger passwords, as well validate
every new password against a strict set of
rules before allowing its use. The chief ben-
efit for the help desk is relief from having to
reset users’ forgotten passwords all day
long. In a typical organization, implement-
ing password synchronization will reduce
up to 75 percent of all password-related
issues for the help desk.

Since password synchronization does not
play a part in the normal login process, a
failure in synchronization functionality only
affects the few users who coincidentally
attempt to change a password at the same
time. This is considered a non-critical mode
of failure.

Password Reset
A password-reset solution typically

involves a Web-based, self-help utility that
allows end users to reset their own pass-
words based on answers to questions only
they would know. Password-reset software
typically includes a user-friendly interface
that also allows the help desk and adminis-
trators to manage user profiles and provides
security administrators with authentica-
tion controls. Usually the end user must
answer questions only they would know.
Users no longer need to make embarrass-
ing calls to the help desk, admitting they
forgot their password again, and help desk
personnel have time to work on critical
operational issues. Empowering end users
in this way translates to substantial sav-
ings in time and dollars across multiple
areas of the enterprise. 

It should be noted that both password
synchronization and password-reset solutions
can work in conjunction with existing
authentication mechanisms for a truly com-
prehensive password management solution.

CAVEAT EMPTOR: BUYER BEWARE!

You must ask detailed questions in order to
know which password management solution
will best fit your company’s needs. The fol-
lowing questions are intended to help you
perform the level of needs assessment that
will ensure you get what you really need.

Password Synchronization:

1. How are password changes triggered? 
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2. Are passwords detected when a user
performs a normal password change
or does the user have to do something
special (i.e., a proactive step to
synchronize them)?

3. Can the application capture all kinds
of changes, such as changes driven
from both users and administrators?

4. Does the application distinguish
between an end-user change and an
administrator change (i.e., requiring a
user to change his password at the
next logon for administrative
changes)?

5. Does the system allow you to define a
set of stringent password rules to
ensure the security of the logon
process, as well as the strengthening
of password policies?

6. Does the application synchronize
other account changes such as
revokes, resumes and deletes?

7. How is the information transmitted?
Is data transmitted in clear text or is
it encrypted?

8. Is the data secure during transmission
or does transmission utilize
approaches that open up potential
security exposures?

9. How long does it take to update each
of the enterprise’s systems with the
new password?

10. What does the software do if one of
the systems is down? Does it ignore
that change or does it queue the
change for processing when the
system becomes available?

11. Is the system dependent on any other
system? Is there a prerequisite of a
certain type of system or are all
systems “peers” that are able to
communicate with one another?

12. Do changes have to be driven from a
particular platform or set of platforms,
or can users initiate a password
change from any system?

13. Is any desktop code required in order
for this functionality to work?

14. Is any other vendor’s software
required for the system to function?

15. What systems and applications that you
already have in place are supported?

16. Does the vendor’s password reset
application work together with their
password synchronization application
to allow the organization to deploy a
complete solution?

17. How solid is the vendor’s track record
for support?

18. Is the vendor’s support offering 24x7?

Password Reset:
1. What is the interface to the

application? Is it GUI-based or is
it Web-based? (Note: Web-based
interfaces offer a significant benefit
by allowing users the flexibility to
change their password from virtually
any machine.)

2. How are users authenticated before
being allowed to reset their password?
(Note: The most common method is
by answering a series of questions that
only the end user would know.)

3. Is the administrator able to specify the
number of questions that must be
successfully answered before the user
may reset his password?

4. Who can set the questions? There are
pluses and a minus to choosing who
sets the questions. The user might
select questions that would be known
by others (i.e., What is the color of my
eyes?). However, if the administrator
selects questions common to the entire
company, someone outside might
research and learn the common
answers. The optimal route is to have
the administrator develop a list of
questions and allow each user to
choose a specified number of
questions from this menu for his
own questionnaire list.

5. Is there an interface that allows help
desk staff to use the reset capability?

6. Can the user elect to reset more than
one system’s passwords or even
choose to synchronize passwords for
every system they access?
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A Case Study
The Scenario: Ventura Foods LLC produces and distributes branded and pri-

vate label food products for restaurant chains and end users. They were running
Order Entry, Inventory Control, Invoicing, and Processing Control systems on an
AS/400, using multiple IBM RS/6000s to run their Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system processing financials, and using Windows 2000 for email and
other Microsoft Back Office suite applications. This resulted in users having to
remember five or more passwords. The company somewhat simplified their envi-
ronment by consolidating ERP and other production systems on the AS/400, to
entirely eliminate the RS/6000 environment. However, adding J.D. Edwards
applications introduced yet another password.

The Challenge: Senior management realized end users were having a prob-
lem remembering each unique password required to access multiple applica-
tions on multiple systems. In addition, security administrators were limited in their
ability to enforce the company’s stringent enterprise password rules and policies.
Despite consolidation on the AS/400, end users still had to remember pass-
words for Windows 2000, AS/400 and J.D. Edwards.

The Solution: By bringing in the Proginet SecurPass password management
solution, the company was able to provide one password for each user. Now,
fewer users are forgetting their passwords, the help desk receives far fewer calls,
users experience considerably less downtime, and staff productivity has
increased. Security administrators can now enforce stricter password rules, thus
tightening enterprise security and closing potentially costly vulnerabilities. They
have eliminated all but one password, for not only the J.D. Edwards software but
for NT and AS/400 as well. In addition, they were able to use the feature with-
in IBM’s Client Access emulation software that allows for logging on to the
AS/400 without prompting for user ID and password, yielding a true single sign-
on solution. Once the user signs on to Windows 2000, his user ID and pass-
word are automatically utilized when connecting to the AS/400. No AS/400
sign-on prompt appears to the user. End users can change their password on any
platform with full assurance that the change will be propagated automatically to
all other platforms they access.
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7. How is the information transmitted? Is
it secure during transmission or does it
utilize approaches that open up
potential security exposures?

8. How long does it take to update the
systems with the new password?

9. What does the software do if the
remote system is down? Does it fail
the transaction or does it queue the
change for processing once the system
becomes available?

10. Is the system dependent on a
particular database or can you use
the database of your choice?

11. When a user is locked out after repeat-
ed failed logon tries, which could
indicate a possible hacking attempt, is
the administrator automatically
notified by the system?

12. Is any code required on the desktop in
order for this functionality to work?

13. How does it make notification of
password changes?

14. Does it have the ability to lock out
users after reaching a threshold of
failed attempts?

15. What systems and applications are
supported?

16. Does the vendor’s password
synchronization application work
together with their password reset
application to allow the organization
to deploy a complete solution?

17. How solid is the vendor’s track record
for support?

18. Is their support offering 24x7?

SUMMARY

When an enterprise’s password policies
become a controlling force with a continually
negative impact on corporate productivity
and profitability, it is time to implement a
solution that relegates passwords to their
proper place in the enterprise. While pass-
word synchronization or password reset
alone can provide significant benefits to any
organization that is experiencing password
problems, a comprehensive solution that
provides both synchronization and reset
functionality will yield far greater quality-of-
life and bottom-line advantages.

Finding a vendor for password synchro-
nization and password-reset applications
is not an easy task, but is well worth the
effort. The ultimate goal should be to
achieve seamless password management
that works to protect the enterprise from
data misuse, and seamless password reset
that lifts the burden off of the help desk
function. By selecting a password man-
agement solution that will allow your
organization to enforce stringent password
policies you will not only simplify your
corporate environment, but will strengthen
overall data access security.  
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